A NEW AGE OF COOPERATION: CUBA, FROM RESTORATION TO SUSTAINABILITY
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ABSTRACT
REDI is a cooperation and training project based on the MoU between the Italian Ministry for Economic Development and the Oficina del Historiador de la ciudad de La Habana (OHcH), approved by the Ministerio del Comercio Exterior y la Inversión Extranjera (MINCEX), with the main purpose of establishing a long-term training programme for Cuban professionals in the field of restoration and design (REstauración y DIseño).

The building selected for hosting the REDI Centre is situated in Calle de San Ignacio No. 314, La Habana Vieja and belongs to the Cuban Pre-Baroque movement dating the XVII century, with the typical residential layout of the vivienda colonial with its two corridors parallel to the front street divided by a rectangular patio on the central axes and an obra traviersa dividing the internal patio to the traspatio (backyard).

The restoration, the interior renovation and the high efficiency technological systems studied for the building are the result of the cooperation of a team of Italian and Cuban professionals coordinated by Assorestauro and Federlegnoarredo and the OHcH on the Cuban side. The entire project is linked to an educational forum where different conservation methodologies intermingle: the material conservation work carried out entirely by the Cuban Team, while the adaptive use, preservation study, domotico designed by the Italians.

The whole design has been submitted to the innovative systems of sustainability protocol by the Green Building Council Italia, within the new Historical Building certification.
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